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INTRODUCTION

This Brief and Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law is submitted on behalf

of Dean Foods Company ("Dean") and National Dairy Holdings LLC ("NDH"). In this

proceeding, dairy farmer cooperatives have requested on an emergency basis, temporary, but

significant, increases in minimum Class 1 prices paid by fluid milk plants such as those opcrated

by Dean and NDH. Both Dean and NDH concur with other participants that the Southeast

region of the United States is a deficit milk production region and that the deficit is growing.

Both companies agree that the dairy farmers who regularly and consistently supply milk to tluid

milk plants in the Southeast need to be appropriately compensated f()r their raw milk. However,

this latest hearing in the Southeast (the foui1h since Federal Order Reform effective January 2000

and the seventh on these kinds of issues since 1992) merely repeats and compounds previous

hearing problems resulting from the same tried and failed solutions without relying on any

evidence from accepted economic models for altering (however temporaaily) the Class I piice

surface in the Southeast.

Simply put it is time for a new model and new thoughts. But an emergency hearing is not

the oppOltunity for such creativity. Moreover, industry needs to thoughtfully discuss where it is

and where it is going before demanding more hearings that look for more of the same failed

efforts. 11 isn't that Dean and NDH disagree with the notion that the price surface may need to

be altered, it is that the proposed price surface fails utterly to follow the Depaa1ment's established

policies I(U' making adjustments to the Class I price surface. Indeed, by proponents' own

admissions, their economic calculations Üiiled to consider relevant (and multiple) reserve supply

areas, fàiled to take into consideration "shadow pricing", fàiled to account tor non-linear pricing

f()r shipments of packaged milk product, calculated a single basing point price to Miami and then

baeked off of the Miami price for an other locations rather than calculating unique prices f()r

each location as has been done tor some 25 years, and otherwise generally are designed to lead
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the Secretary to make the most extraordinary arbitrary and capricious decision. Based upon the

existing Record there is virtually no chance that the Secretary could make a legally sustainable

determination conceming the proper level of Class I prices.

This is not the fault of the Secretary, but of the proponents. It is also not the fault of the

participating tluid milk processors (as was hinted at by proponents' counscl) who werc under no

obligation to provide the missing economic analysis and carry no burden of proof in this

proceeding. Moreover, the Record reveals that therc is an existing model in the Southeast that

actually functions and generates suffcient milk supplies and protects the dairy farmers regularly

and consistently supplying the milk. The Florida market functions remarkably well for a deficit

market; however, that market has operated differently than its sister Orders for the Southeast and

Appalachian markcts by tailoring division limits (the volumes of dairy farmer milk received at

facilities other than fluid milk plants in F10rida) to insure that dairy fanners re!,'lilarly and

consistcntly supplying the Florida market arc adequately compensated.

it is often forgottcn that federal milk orders are designed to provide a minimum price for

dairy farmers, not a maximum or market price. Florida has found the proper balance with a

minimum price, diversion limits and over-order premiums that works far better (and requires far

fewer hearings) than the looser diversion limits in the other two orders combined with evcn more

regulation through a complex transportation credit program.

The Secretary of course ean changc his policy rationalc for setting Class I prices, but any

such change in course requilCs an economic and policy rationale suffcient to meet the standards

set forth by the United States Supreme Coui1 in Motor Vehicle Mfrs Ass '11 v. State Farm Milt.

Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29 (J 983). On this emergency Record beforc the Secretary, such eannot be

done. Indccd Dean and NDB maintain that there is no emergency condition justifying the

proposed change for two reasons: (1) there is an altemative mcthod ofrctuming additional

monies to dairy farmers in the Southeast that docs not require a policy changc ofthc magnitude
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requested by the proponcnts (i.e. lowering the diversion limits in Orders 5 and 7); and (2) record

high Class 1 prices now and for the forcsceable future obviate the need for cmcrgency action.

The concerns of Southeastern dairy farmers are very real, but so are the concems of

Southeastern milk processors that an irrational policy shift leading to unequal changcs in Class I

prices can result iii many unpredicted (except by these processors) consequences that may well

not only fail to improve the situation for the Southeastern dairy industry, but could indecd makc

a bad situation worse. While diversion limits issues can and should be dealt with on an

emergency basis, these paa1ies urge the Secretary to deny the Class I proposals or at a minimum

to delay any decision pending the Secretary's obtaining additional infol111ation and proposals

consistent with existing Class I pricing philosophy.

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Dean and NDH propose the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and

respectfully request that the Sccretary make specific findings on cach proposed finding and

conclusion pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 557(c):

PARTIES

1. Dean operates multiple fluid milk processing plants (known as handlers as

defined in 7 C.F.R. Part 1000) in the Southeast region. 
i Tr. 579~580.

2. NDH operates six f1uid milk processing plants (handlers) in the Southeast region.

Tr. 472.

For convenience only, the Southeast rcgion is lIsed to include the geographical arca covcred by the Florida
(Federal Ordor 6 7 C.R.R. Part 1006), Southeast (Federal Order 7 7 C.F.R. Part 1007) and Appalachian (Fcderal
Order 5 7 C.F.R. Part 1005) federal milk marketing orders. Witnesscs at the hearing commonly made this
generalization. By accepting this generalization, neìther Dean nor NOH suggest that these orders should be treated
as onc order or mcrged. Indeed it is the position of both Dean and NOH that federal milk markcting orders are
already too huge geographically iind that orders (especially the Southeast) should be broken up into smaller
geographical regions that would eruiance economic perfbrrnanee of all orders by creating blend price diffcrences
bctween and iiiiong orders that would better move milk to where it is nceded.
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3. Dean, NDH and other processors (Kroger by direct appearance) opposed the Class

I price surface changes found in proposals 1,2 and 3.

THERE is NO EMERGENCY FOR CLASS i PRICING PURPOSES

4. While there is general agreement that a long-term problem cxists regarding the

viability of the southeastern dairy industry, there was disagreement over the question of whether

there is an emergency justifying the adoption of temporary, significant Class I prices. Tr. 546-

548. Moreover, the problems in the Southeast did not happen overnight and likely cannot be

cured overnight through cmcrgency rulemaking. The Kroger witness testified that the same

problcms have been discussed throughout his career dating back to the early 1980's. Tr. 446.

Furthermore, repeated hearings in the Southeast dating back to the 1990's have grappled with the

recurring problem of milk market deficits with no solutions actually working. It is time for a

new and different approach.

5. Specifical1y as to an emcrgcncy in May and Junc 2007, thc dairy industry has

entered a period of historically high priccs paid for milk by handlers and paid to dairy fam1ers as

a result of a combination of supply and demand factors for milk. Just this week, the Market

Administrator for Order 7 announced that the May 2007 blend price for Fulton County, GA is

$ I 8.73 per cwt, a $1.37 increase ff011 April 2007 and $5.83 per cwt higher than for May 2006.

OfJicial Notice requested of the June 2007 Market Information Bulletin for Order 7, Volumc 8,

No.6 available on the internet at www.fl1matlanta.com. That is an astounding 45.2 percent

i

higher than last year. The announced Class I price for June is yet another $1.92 higher than May

2007, suggesting yet another enonnous jump in milk pticcs paid in June. According to that

ot1cial publication, the underlying commodity piiccs that link dircctly to minimum prices under

tèdera! orders have and are continuing to incrcasc dramatical1y. Indced, on the date this Brief is

due, the Secretary has just announced that Class I prices f()t. July are up another $3.07 per cwt!

Official Notice of the attached Advanced (Attachment A) Class 1 Price Announcement for July
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2007 requested. In the face of these historical1y high (and stil rising milk prices) if the Secretary

declares an emcrgcney for pi.voscs of examining prices in the Southeast, then there is nothing

that is no Agency action that is not an emergency. A conclusion that there is 011 the date this is

Briefis tied an emergency would itself be arbitrary and capricious.

6. Proponent witness acknowledged that these high milk prices are likely to remain

at least until the Üi11 of2007. Tr. 384-385.

7. As will be discussed in greater detail below with respect to divcrsion limits, thcre

arc other avenues open to the Secretary to improve the income of those dairy fanncrs regularly

and consistcntly serving the fluid milk market that could be adopted on an emergency basis that

would obviatc the financial necd (especially givcn present pricc levcls) to adopt ill advised

increases to Class 1 differential price sur1àce in the Southeast only.

8. There is another pending "cmcrgency" procecding regarding Class I and II price

levels the results of which are unknown and have not bcen factorcd into any economic analysis

by proponents in this proceeding. Tr. 383-384. That proceeding, a national heming on the proper

formulas used to calculate Class I prices, has the potential of further increasing Class I and II

price levels. The proponents' analysis offfnancial impact would necessarily be aft~cted by the

rcsults of that proceeding unless the Seerctary chooscs to take no action in that proceeding.

9. Fluid milk processor witnesses testified that however tcmporary any Class I price

surtàee changc may be, thc eompctitive impacts of such changes are more long-lasting, indeed

changes in milk customers due to raw milk cost competitive changes can be permanent. 1'1' 448.

Moreover, as is detailed below, changes in supplying these markets with packaged milk Ii'om

outside thcse Orders wil also create pennanent changcs to the market. '11'. 535-540. Thu"s very

real and permanent harm can result from an il-advised decision to "temporarily" increase Class 1

prices in the manncr proposed by proponcnts.
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10. The Secretary should thus concludc that thcrc is no emergency walTanting either

the omission of a Recommended Decision or even the adoption of the flawed proposed

temporary Class I price surface.

FLAWED PROPOSED CLASS I PRICE SURFACE ABANDONS SECRETARY'S POLICY

n. The proposed Class I differentials are quite clearly results driven - a target price

for Miami was selected and a rationale developed to support that price. Thcn by thcir own

admission proponcnts backed off of that price going backwards fì'om Miami while performing á

rough "justice" by "smoothing" the results based upon industry knowledge. For rulemaking this

procedure simply fails to meet any judicial test. It is arbitrary and capricious on its face.

12. The so-called reserve supply point selected (and their calculations clearly show

that thcre is only one) is Wooster, Ohio. Thc Secretary has never listed Ohio as any kind of

basing point for pricing milk. The proponents claim to have looked at other scenarios, but

rejected them because Wooster, Ohio resulted in the lowest price in Miami. While NDH and

Dean are grateful that the lowest price was sclected, that is mcrely one aspect of this results

driven drama. Moreover, if Wooster resulted in the highest acceptable price at Miami for

proponents, that is more likely a function of the rest of their analysis which priced raw milk

strictly off oftransp011ation costs for the Southeast region only while ignoring the rest of the

country entirely.

13. Nonetheless, Wooster, Ohio cannot be used by the Secretary as a reserve supply

point tÖr pricing Class I milk. Whilc Dean and its industry allies has maintained that milk 1Ìom

Ohio may be available to serve the Pennsylvania market if the Pennsylvania price gets out of line

with Ohio, that is not the same thing as conceding that Wooster serves as a reserve supply lor the

entire Southeast region as proponents assei1. To the contrary, Dairy Farmers of America (a

major member of the proponent coalition in this proceeding) in late 2006 asserted, in a

Pennsylvania state rulemaking in testimony given under oath and sponsored by counsellor
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proponents here, that Eastern Ohio (including quite clearly on the map the DF A witness

sponsored and that is also Exhibit 38 in this proceeding) has insufficient milk to meet its own

needs. In the face of that testimony- quite clearly a party admission under F.R.E. Rule 804(b)--

the Secretary cannot use Wooster, Ohio as a reserve supply point for pricing milk in the

Southeast. It would be arbitrary and capricious for the Secretary to conclude otherwise in the

Üice ofDFA's own testimony to the contrary in late 2006. Moreover, Ohio does not stand out,

independent of DFA 's testimony, as any kind ofrcscrve supply location using the Secretary's

previous deJlnitions Ü'om 1985 through Fedcral Order Rcforn1.

14. The problem faeed by the Secretary is that the entire analysis of proponents was

based upon Wooster, Ohio. The Secretary might be tempted to perform a new analysis based

upon an alternative location as a starting point, but that would be unfair to all participants sincc

no testimony or evidence was introduced based upon an alternative analysis, alternative impacts

and alternative competitive problems. The proponents themselves said that their package of

proposals stood or fell as a group and were clearly unwiling to consider even modest

modifications at the Hearing. Tr. 77-79. Thus their own analysis and support for the proposals

did not countenance an alternative extra-record analysis based upon an alternative and unknown

model result using an alternative basing point or points that would result in to date unknown

pricing. Parties who may have concluded that they were not huu1 or were even helpcd by the

proposal may have concluded that they did not nced to participate, but could now well find that

the results of an alternative analysis would lead to a different conclusion. Thus, if the Secretary

were to be tempted to perform such an alternative analysis, the only judicially safe route would

be to reopen the hearing to take such new evidence. This problem is not of the Secretary's

making and the Secretary should not take responsibility for fixing proponents' fatal Haw.

i 5. Having started with a fatally flawed basing point for pricing all milk in the

Southeast, the proponents then thoroughly compound the problem by pcrtonning a wholly
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invalid analysis for calculating thc price for evcry location other than Miami. By their own

admission, proponents did not compare the price in Mt. Crawford, Virginia for instancc to

alternative basing points based upon its relativc distance to those basing points compared to the

distance from those same basing points to Miami. Tr. 218. Rather they simply backed ofT of the

price set for Miami. Tr.219. To be sure, proponents assert that they simultaneously looked at

prices to "smooth" them out (Tr. 22 i ~222), but there is no exhibit or evidence in the record of

how that al1eged smoothing was performed, no way to test the thought process of thc allcgcd

smoothing and no economic data backing sueh al1cged smoothing up.

16. Regardless, the Secr~tary does not, has not and should not use this method of

calculating minimum Class 1 prices. As early as i 985, the Secretary used a different analysis for

calculating Class I price relationships within a marketing order. 50 Fed. Reg. 9661-9678 (March

11, 1985). While that mcthod of calculating prices was refined by the Secretary when he

analyzcd the Cornell model for Federal Order Reform purposes (64 Fed. Reg. i 6026 et seq.,

16108-16121), the basic model as a starting point has nevcr becn rejected by the Secretary.

17. A review of that 1985 Decision involving the then Texas Order 126 is instructive.

For almost 15 years, Schepps Dairy in Dal1as, Texas (a plant that today is paa1 of Dean Foods)

had complained that the location differentials in the Texas market wcre out of alignment and

improperly favored handlers located in Houston over those located in Dallas by permitting

Houston handlers to underpay for milk relative to the cost of serving the Dal1as market.

Eventually afTer multiple hearings and liigation, Schepps persuaded the Secretary to adopt a

different approach and different alignment based upon an approach that compared the different

costs for providing raw milk to both Dallas and Houston using the most effcient (closest)

reserve supply centers for each and comparing thc relative distanecs fì'om those supply areas to

thc point of consumption. 50 Fed. Reg. at 9670 ("in establishing location adjustments, inccntives

should bc crcated to attract milk from the nearest alternative supply areas that are available to
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supply tluid milk needs"). This process is far morc detailed and economically sound than taking

the pricc at Miami and backing it off to calculate Charleston. In fact, that is simply not what was

done by the Secretary in 1985. In the 1970's, Schepps in effect unsuccessful1y urged precisely

the kind of analysis supported by proponents now. The Secretary expressly rejceted that

approach and was upheld by the Courts. Schepps Dairy, Inc. v. Bergland, 628 F.2d 11 (D.C. Cir.

1979). The Secretary cannot now assert that a method of calculation he rejected in the 1970's

should be used without a sufficient explanation of why the Secretary was wrong then. This kind

of explanation would have to mcet the heightened standard articulated by the United States

Supreme Court in Motor Vehicle Mfis., supra.

18. Moreover, the Secretary's approach for calculating these kinds of ptices in 1985

was then used rcpeatedly in the series of i 986 hearings required by the 1985 Farm Bil and later

hearings involving plant location adjustments 1(.H plants located in Arkansas (60 Fed. Reg. 250 i 4

et seq. (May 10, 1995)), New Mexico (56 Fed.Reg. 42240 et seq. (August 27, 1991) and 58 Fed.

Reg. 12634 et seq. (March 5, 1993)) and Indiana (58 Fed. Reg. 33347 et seq. (J une 17, 1993 )).

Attempts to calculate Class I prices essentially the way proponents want to today have been

soundly and repeatedly rejected by the Secretary. The precedent is now rock solid and long-

standing that a change simply should not be made based upon an emergency proceeding. Such

policy considerations need greater thought and industry discussion and input.

19. In Federal Order Reform, the Secretary refined the earlier approaches using the

Cornell model as a starting point fòr his own analysis. The Comell model performed a special

analysis on a nationwide basis for recommending a Class 1 price surface. The Secretary

concluded that sound economics meant that Class 1 difTerentials required a broader approach

(when looking at significant changes as proposed today) than simply looking at individual

markets. 64 Fed. Reg. at 16108 et seq.. Proponents reject that approach in this hcaring without a

sufficient justification (other than this is an cmergency and they cannot wait for a full analysis).
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The Secretary concluded in 1999 that the Class I pricing model needed to consider some form of

"shadow pricing" - a formulation of how the market could react to changes such that an

additional pricc change would alter distribution entirely. Proponents claim to have performed a

smoothing, but not a shadow pricing analysis. The Sceretary concluded that the cost of moving

raw mi1k was linear, but that the cost of moving packaged milk was non-linear. 64 Fed. Reg. at

16108. This conclusion was and is impoo1ant because Cornell concluded and the Secretary

agreed (64 Fed. Reg, at 16109) that upper limits were placed on setting Class I minimum prices

based upon the ability of those outside a region to react and change distribution based upon

minimum prices that are set too high.

20. Moreover, Cornell concluded and the Secretary made an express finding that thc

movement of' packaged milk, as opposed to raw milk, followed a non-11near progression whereby

milk moving more than 900 miles in packaged form crossed over the cost thrcshold and was

actual1y cheaper to move after than distance than raw milk. However, here proponents admit

that they made no non-linear analysis in their smoothing of prices.

21. The Secretary concluded in 1999 that the Class I pricing surface required

consistent application of these complex pricing "principles." 64 Fed. Reg. at 16109-16110. The

proponents by their own admission have uscd mu1tiple and differcnt principlcs based upon their

perceived need. Miami needed to be high so they set it high, but pticing in border areas nearest

locations with no changes arc set differently. Miami minus pricing also results in an obvious

dislocation for plant locations that are most distant from straight lines drawn from W orchester,

Ohio to Miami and Texas to Miami. It is no coincidence that processors like Kroger, NDH and

Dean complained most about proposed pticing locations in Tennessee, Westel1 Kentucky,

Alabama, Florida and South Carolina. Tr. 436-439, 474-477, and 535-536. These locations end

up with the grcatest divergence of pricing based upon proposals that simply do not follow

cst~lb11shed economic practice. The proposed location pricing is simply arbitrary and capricious.
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The non-specific "smoothing" method used by proponents is nothing more than an extra-record

attempt to adjust prices based upon feel and touch rather than economic logic and sound

principles adopted by the Secretary.

22. The failure to consider shadow pricing and the impacts of non-linear costs lor

moving packaged milk simply add to the confusion and to the arbitrary and capricious results of

the proposals. The Secretary may not rely on an analysis that leaves out siich significant

elemcnts. On the other hand, Dean attempted in the short time available to it to perfbrm

simplified (and in the case of an Order 30 facility perhaps extreme) analyses of unintended

economic incentives created by the proposals. Ex. 36 and Tr. 538-549. This admittedly

simplified analysis really was designed to show what may well happen if the proposals are

adopted.2 Plants located outside the marketing area will have increased ineentivcs to market

milk into the marketing area and could indecd find themselves in a position in which they are

better off financially to alter their distribution sufficicntly so as to become pooled on Orders 5, 6

or 7. Thc problem is that while the plants could gain in blend price changes by altering their

pooling, the Class I price surface would not change for them while it does change for thcir

competitors. This is a function of arbitrarily changing only Class I prices fbr some plants and not

others.

23. This fact is a significant change trom when the Secretary examined prices pre-

1999. Prior to Federal Order Refol1n, a change in location pricing in an Order would usually

result in a change in price fbr such an out of area plant that sold into the area beeaiise each order

established a price surface for plants in and out of the area based upon regulation by that order.

Federal Ordcr Rcfol1n instead established one price at each plant location rcgardless ofwhcre a

1. The fact that Dean's il1aJysis is sÎmplitìed does not undercut ìts valìdìty ìn lìght of 
the fact that proponents did

nothìng to counter it either ìn theìr original testÌmony or by way ofrebultal. The Secretary's past practìce of
coiisìderiiig the ìmplìeatìons ofhìs prìcÎng decisions uSÎng complex models leads 10 the conclusìon thaI the Record
needed thìs kind of analysis perfonned by someone. Agaìn ìt ìs nol the Secretary's fauII that proponents fhìled to
make the adequale record necessary to make a reasoned, and legally sustainable, decision.
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plant is regulated. Thus, Federal Order Refonn has truly linked Class I prices nationwide

because a change in the location price for even one location wil change the economic incentive

nationwide to serve that location. This fact strongly suggests that changes to the Class I priee

surface must be considercd on a broader basis than just the Southeast region.

24. The f1awed backing off of Miami analysis and "smoothing" is not applicd

uniformly. In fàct, this non-uniform application is deliberate. Tr. 218-221. Whilc owners of

plants close to the border areas that are Orders (I got confused with this sentence) without

changed pricing appreciate a lower price increase, the deliberate non-uniform application of rules

simply cannot tneet the standards of the Administrative Procedure Act. The only reason that

ditTerent rules ("smoothing") arc applied is because this hearing was called for only a pOt1ion of

the Federal Orderprogram. But the Sceretary concluded as part of Federal Order Refonn that

the Class i price surface is real1y a national price surface. Trying to now go back and deal with

only one region automatically creates this kind of ins un noun table problem. A decision to

modify a significant element of the national Class I pricing surface, but not all of it sttikcs at the

heart of being arbitrary and eapricious. This is not the samc thing as undertaking an individual

markct analysis where one or two locations might be in need of a price modification. Here a

very significant portion of the Class I price surface is going to be changed while the remainder of

the federal order price surfàce wi1 not be modified at aB (everything outside of Orders 5, 6, and

7). Furthermore, as a result of not changing the remainder of the price suríàce, a deliberate effort

is undertaken to modify prices using effectively different rules for ditTerent locations based

purely on expediting the process (within Orders 5 and 7 a deliberate attempt is applied to reduce

the impact of the changes along the borders with sUlTounding orders to the north and west).

25. Thc proposals may weB be the result of a weB intentioned, but economically

misguided, effort to estimate the costs of serving the f1uid market in the Southeast, but they fail

to meet any judicial test. Moreover, just the alleged "temporary" nature of the proposals docs
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not alter the legal requirements facing the Secretary in choosing whether to adopt thesc

proposals. Dean and NDH know of no provision in the Administrative Procedure Act that

lowers the standard of revicw just because a proposal is allegedly temporary.

26. Furthel1110re, Dean and NOH take issue with the asset1ion that the changes are

temporary in that changes to the Federal Orders are petl1ancnt unless and until they are changed

(they could be temporary as with the special hurricane relief provisions adoptcd in 2005 if a

specific sunset provision (e.g. December 31,2007) is put in place, but such was not proposed or

discLlssed in this hearing record.

27. It also makes no difference that the proponents' proposals might (for Miami)

result in a lower Class I price than an a1temative economic modeL. What matters is getting it

right and getting it right before or at the hearing so that the parties may adequately explore the

rationale and results of the proposals. Moreover, the evidencc and analysis presented is just too

simplistic to meet the Secretary's own stated concems regarding how to make changes to Orders.

The proposals should be denied.

28. The undcrlying problem is not at aU the Secretm-ys "fàult". Proponents sought

this hearing and then simply did not provide the kind of analysis that must be pcrfom1ed in this

most complex (and controversial) part of Federal Milk order pricing. A rush to judgment cannot

substitute for valid evidence based upon valid economic analysis.

DEAN FOODS' PROPOSAL FOR DIVERSION LIMITS GENERATES SAME INCOME FOR
PRODUCERS WITH DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTION

29. Ironical1y, thcrc is one Order opcn in this proceeding with existing rules that

crente additional economic incentives without creating all of the Class I price dislocations

proposed in Proposals 1 through 3. The Florida Order maintains tight diversion limits that have

assisted that order in retaining blend price strcngth while attracting additional milk supplies

when needed. Dean's evaluation and testimony was that the other southeastem orders (5 and 7)
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are much more closely like Order 6 (Florida) than they are other federal orders to the north and

wcst. Tr. 529-53 I, Ex. 36. Orders 5 and 7 have similar and !,Jrowing population centers as Order

6. Ex. 36. All three markets are clearly deficit. Tr. 530. It is more than theory that these orders

are more like Order 6 than Orders i (very large milk supply and large milk production) and

Orders 33, 30, 32, 106 and 126 that surround these orders.

30. Since industry and the Secretary appear to hold constant unsuccessful hearings in

the Southeast on a too regular basis, pcrhaps it is time for a different approach. Perhaps it is

finally tÜ11e to look at these markets and conclude that sound economics call tor a more equitable

sharing of the pool revenues by genuinely insuring that pool revenues are only shared by those

who do more than simply say they would like to serve this market. Perhaps it is time to require

(as does Florida) genuine association with the market before anyone can share in the pool

without genuinely serving the market as intended by the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act.

31. That is what Dean proposed in advance of the Hearing herein. While the

Secretary assct1ed that that proposal was received too late to be included in the Hearing Notice,

the Secretary also concluded properly that most of the suggestions of Dean Foods were logical

outgrowths of this proceeding and could be considered. Ex. 41. Dean merely suggests that the

presently applied through proper Market Administrator application shipping requirements /01'

Florida (in the form of diversion limits) should be also be applied in the two other orders - 5 and

7. The Proposal makes much sense as described by the witness for Dean Foods. Tr. 530-533.

32. The caustic criticism upon cross-examination that no new income has been

provided to the various order pools (Tr. 624-625) does nothing to change the ultimatc fhets. The

industry has spent over 15 years at multiple hearings (many of them called as emergency

hearings as this one was) attempting to find various ways to improve dairy fùrmer income for

those serving the Class I market on a regular basis. And we spend hearing after heaaing trying

the same kinds of approaches and tùcing the same failures when we come back to the next
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hearing or rulemaking. When wil industry and the Secretary figure out that more of the same

simply isn't working? Something else must bc ttied especially whcn the solution of simply

raising prices doesn't work and instead creates new and different and greater incenttves for milk

to pool, but not necessarily serve the fluid milk market.

33. The Dean Foods' proposal is simple and simply put: why not try a model that is

working? The Florida market's diversion limits create real incentives to serve that market and at

the same time provide handlers and the dairy fàrmers serving those fàcilties the proper set of

economic incentives. Why create massive priee increases that are not justified using the Cornell

model and USDA policy rather than trying to get to the same overall financial result through

incentives to serve genuinely the Class i market? Dean Foods urges the Secretary to be guided

by the first rule of the Physician's Oath - "First do no harm." After countless hearings,

rulemaking, state compact efforts and everything that has been tried but fàiled, why not try a

more simple and elegant solution?3

34. The Southeast is like the Sick Man in Europe in the early 20th Century.4 Why not

try a different cure? The Dean Foods proposal for tighter diversion limits should be adopted on

an emergency basis in order to provide the proper set of incentives to serve the market and share

in the marketwide pooL.

TOUCH BASE RULES ARE INEXTRICABLY LINKED TO DIVERSIONS

Dean adheres to its view that touch base rules and diversion limits are linked. If the

diversion limits proposed by Dean (that should result in increased income paid to dairy Üuuners

The duiry f¡mners from outside Florida who testifled did so before hcming Dcan's testimony. It is
interesting to note that the only Florida dairy fanner to testily attended the entire proi,ecding (Tr. 632) but did not
ask to testify until after Dean pointed out thai no dairy farmer lì'om Florida had testified. 'fr. 514,531, and 561.
De¡m could have waited until the brief to make this point. The bottom line is that dairy farmers located În and
shipping to plants in Orders 5 and 7 who complained the mosl vocally can be compensated by adopting Florida's
diversion limits.
" Th~ Sick Man of Europe is now iised generically as a label for a European country in need of ei,iiomic
assistance. Originally until its demise as a result of World War 1, the tell1referrcd to the Ottoman Empire. The
term is lIsed here to describe the fact thai the Southeast dairy industry is in constant need of economic assisliini,e.
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regularly serving the Class I market) arc adopted, then the touch base proposals of proponents

can be adoptcd. But Dcan continues to believe that adoption of the proponents' diversion limits

or a decision not to change the diversion limits in Orders 5 and 7 at all, should then lead to a

conclusion that the touch base rules stay the same. The Secretary has consistently stated that

thcrc is a real need to insure that those sharing in the blend price actually regularly serve that

market. See, e.g., 71 Fed. Reg. 54117-54134,54130-54131 (September 13,2006) and generally

the Secretary's recent decisions for Orders 30, 32 and 33 regarding pooling issues.

Toiieh base requirements are a legitimate means for achieving this goal. Irònical1y it was

the introduction of transportation crcdits that may have petIDitted the use of touch base rules to

undennine the very purpose of those 111les. Proponents contend that in certain rare circumstances

the touch base rules working with transp0l1ation credits arc causing inefficient movements of

milk. Tr. 373-380. The question that arises is are we cei1ain that it is the touch base requirement

that is the problem or could it be the transportation credits? Again note that Florida Order 6

without transportation credits and with strong diversion limits appears to be functioning better

than Orders 5 and 7. Note fuuiher that opponents ofloweting the diversion limits claim that by

limiting diversions for purposes of claiming transportation credits, the Secretary has created yet

another "justification" for thc Secretary not to lowcr diversion limits further. '11'. 240. So the

transportation credits provision with its limitation on diversions becomes a reason to lower touch

base requirements and not to lower diversion limits. That makes no sense. The point of limiting

diversions with respect to transpot1ation credits was to eliminate a potential f()r abuse ofthc

transportation credits program, not to create a justification for maintaining divcrsion limits

essential1y at present levels. Again the question aaiscs, could we have thc wrong answer in place

. - could transpOliation credits be undermining the very problem that we are tying to solve?
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Ironically, and perhaps unfortunately, this transpoi1ation credit problem was predicted

and predictable. In onc of the early proceedings on these issues one dairy fanner testified in

1996 with great foresight:

One dairy farmcr stated that the importation of supplemcntal milk
would contribute to the demise ofthe dairy industry in the South.
He contended that hauling in supplemental milk docs not benefit
local suppliers of feed or fei1ilizer and wil eventually hann the
dairy industry in the South.

62 Fed. Reg. 27525, 27529, c.2 (May 20, 1997).

Proponents of all of these proposals are thus right on one issue, everything that is

proposed is interrelated and needs to be considered thinking about the overall impact of all of the

proposals. But the conclusion they reach is wrong because they ignore the lessons of the past,

that everything industry has asked for and done in the Southeast has actually contributed or

hastened the industry's demise in the Southeast region. The unnamed dairy flirmer in the above

quote was simply right. The question is now what harm wi1 result from adoption of these

proposals under consideration in this proceeding.

TRANSPORTATION CREDITS SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE PAID ON CLASS I ONLY

A proposal was also advanced to payout transp0l1ation credits on Class II milk received

at fluid milk (Class I) bottling plants. On the surface this might appear to be a good idea and

may well assist Dean and NDH at certain facilities. But it makes no economic sense and creates

the wrong incentives. It should be denied.

First it should be noted that when transportation credits were first adopted, concern was

raised by Kraft Foods at the time that its stand alone Class II operations would be put at a

disadvantage if the proposed transportation crcdits werc adoptcd and mixcd usc (Class I and II)

operations got the benefit of the credits while Krafì did not. 62 Fed. Reg. at 27530 (May 20,

1997). While the Secretary then did not directly address Kraft's conce11, the Secretary put in
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place a numbcr of protections with respect to the systcm that may well have mitigated some of

Kraft's concerns. But the request today revives that very real issue raised by Kraft in 1996-1997.

Second, since Class II does not pay into the transportation credit fund (and there is no

proposal that it should espeeially as the Secrctary has recognized that the market T()t these

products is far less rcgional than Class I and thus must compcte on a larger geographic basis),

permitting payments out on such milk is simply inequitable. By definilon, shippers to a Class i

handler with higher than market avcragc Class II use would be receiving a larger economic

benefi than shippers to a Class I plant with no Class II use or below the market average. The

AMAA simply does not pennit this kind of allocation of unequal economic costs and benefits.

Dean and NDH's objection is made even though as an economic whole one or both of them

could thcoreticalJy benefit fÌom this proposaL. It should be rejected.

ANALYSIS OF 608c(18) - WHAT is THE LAW?

For whatever reason there continues to be confusion raiscd by others (Tr. 292-293)

concerning what p0l1ions of § 608c(18) are offcially the law and what provisions may appear in

various texts, but not actually stil be the law. One witness quoted from predecessor statutory

language that has by any analysis expired. Tr. 292. To set the record straight on this issue, this

Brief confinns again that the temporary language of 7 U .S.C. § 608e(18) that until 1996 read as

follows has pennanently expired: "to meet current needs and fut1her assure a level of farm

income adequate to maintain productive capacity sufficient to meet anticipated future needs".

The official text of the United States Code appears in U.S.C.S. not U.S.C.A. Thc Ütct

that U.S.C.A. retains the cxpired language is irrelevant. The tàet that U.S.C.S. in the ellTent

pocket part expressly excludes the critical language is dispositive. The language is no longer

pat1 of the statute.
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The U.S.C.A. is published by West Publishing Company and uses the statutory text as it

appears in the United States Code.' The U.S.C.s. is published by Lawyers Cooperative

Publishing and LexisNexis and fol1ows the text of the publie laws as they appear in the United

States Statutes at Large.6 Title 1, Section 204(a) of the United States Code provides:

The matter set foi1h in the edition of the Code of Laws of the United States CUlTent at any

time shall, together with the then current supplement, if any, establish prima facie the
laws of the United States, general and permanent in their nature, in force on the day
preceding the commencement of the scssion fol1owing the last session the legislation of
which is included: Provided, however, That whenever titles of such Code shal1 have been
enacted into positi ve law the text thereof shall be legal evidence of the laws therein
contained, in all the courts of the United States, the several States, and the Territories and
insular possessions of the United States.

1 U.S.C.S. § 204(a) (2007). The United States Supreme Court's interpretation of 1 U.S.c. §

204(a) concluded that "the very mcaning of 'prima tàcie' is that the Code cannot prevail over the

Statutes at Large when the two are inconsistent." United States v. Welden, 377 U.S. 95, 98

(1964) (quoting Stephan v. United States, 319 U.S. 423,426 (1943)). Because the U.S.C.A.

reflects the text of the United States Code, and the U.S.C.S. reflects the text ofthe United States

Statutes at Large, the U.S.C.S. prevails when the two are inconsistent.

CONCLUSION

The Southeast fliiid milk market does indecd need a rcexamination. However, piecemcal

Class I changes cannot and should not be adopted because of the dislocations that wil

necessarily result. If the Secretary does conclude that a change to the Class I price surfàce is in

order in the Southeast nonetheless, the proposals and evidence are not suftìcient to justify

j 1. Myron Jacobsiein, Roy M. Mersky & Donald J, Dunn, Fundamenials of Legal Research i 68 (61h cd. J 994). See
a/so United States Code Annotated, 7 U.S.c'A. §* 181..670 Title Page: "Comprising All Laws of a General and
Permanent Nature Under ArrangemelJt ofihe OfteÜll Code of the Laws of the United Stales with Annoiations I¡'om
Federal and State Courts."
(¡ 1. Myron Jacobstein, Roy M. Mersky & Donald J, Dunn, Fundamentals of Legal Research i 68 (6th cd. 1994). See

a/so United States Code Service Lawyers Edition, 7 U.S.C.S. §§ 601-1345 Title Page: "All federal laws ofa general
and permanent nature arranged in accordance with the section numbering of ihe United States Code and the
Supplements thereto."
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adoption at this time. The results are not uniform or uniformly calculated. The iinf~iirncss to

handlers not on the straight line from Wooster, Ohio to Miami, Florida is obvious and not

justified by any economics. The faet that plants within these orders but closer to orders for

which no change is (or can be) proposed have a price calculated differently from that as fix

Miami, Florida is arbitrary and capricious. The major proposals should be denied. The

alternatives proposed herein regarding diversion limitations should be immediately adopted, but

the flawed Class I proposal should be rejected.

RC1 su~:ttæt1 ~

Charles M. English, J1'
Thelen Reid Brown Raysman & Steiner
701 Eighth Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Phone: (202) 508-4159

Fax: (202) 654-1842
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Announcement of Advanced Prices and Pricing Factors for July 2007 11
Release Date: June 22, 2007

Base Skim Milk Price for Class I 2/: $15.61 (per hundredweight)

Advanced Class III Skim Milk Pricing Factor: $14.83 (per hundredweight)

Advanced Class iV Skim Milk Pricing Factor: $15.61 (per hundredweight)

Advanced Bulterfat Pricing Factor 3/: $1.6708 (per pound)

Class II Skim Milk Price: $16.31 (per hundredweight)

Class II Nonfat SoUds Price: $1.8122 (per pound)

Two-week Product Price Averages:
Butter $1.5125 (per pound)
Nonfat Dry Milk $1.9084 (per pound)
Cheese $1.8555 (per pound)
Dry Whey $0.7595 (per pound)

Special information for Appalachian and Southeast:
Diesel Fuel Price $2.757 (per gallon)

Mileage Rate Factor $0.00449 (per cwl. per mile)

11 See Price Formulas at www.ams.usda.gov/dyfmos/mib/price_form_2007.htm

21 Higher of advanced Class III or IV skim milk pricing factors. The Class I skim milk
price equals this price plus applicable Class I differentiaL.

31 The Class I butterfat price equals this price plus (appUcable Class I differential divided
by 100).

Note: The Class I price equals ( Class i skim milk price tìmes 0.965 ) plus (Class I
butterfat price times 3.5), rounded to the nearest cent.

For information only: The Class i base price is: $20.91

(Sometimes referred to as the Class I mover, it equals (base skim milk price for Class i
times 0.965) plus (advanced butterfat pricing factor times 3.5).)

ATTACHMENT A


